EPL (Error Proof Loading®) Cold Rolling Wheels

The EPL system uses an asymmetric hub system where the hub on one side of the roll is larger than the other. The asymmetric hub works in conjunction with a step in the roll holder to create Step/Hub interference. If the user attempts to load the roll backwards the roll pin does not align with the hole in the wheel preventing the possibility of installing the wheel incorrectly. This eliminates this all too common mistake that can ruin a Rotary Shouldered Connection, and require a connection to be re-cut, or discarded. The EPL style wheels cannot be installed incorrectly.

CJWinter’s Cold Root Rolling product line information is constantly being added to and updated so we maximize the value to the Customer. CJWinter is the World Leader in Cold Root Rolling… It’s What We Do! Contact your local distributor, or call us directly at 1-800-288-ROLL (7655) and ask about our many new and improved products that will help put profits back where they belong… in your pocket.

Visit us at www.coldrootrolling.com today to see all of our New Product Bulletins, and check out our blog page for other helpful information.

EPL (Error Proof Loading) Patent number 9,539,697